Abstract-Given an image and a smaller image , the computation of an ( + 1) ( + 1) matrix where ( ) is of the form
) time algorithm for computing seems to be the best known. This paper gives an asymptotically faster algorithm for computing when ( ) = , one that runs in time (min log log ) time, where is the size of the alphabet, i.e., the number of distinct symbols that appear in and . This is achieved by combining two algorithms, one of which runs in ( log ) time, the other in ( log ) time. We also give a simple Monte Carlo algorithm that runs in ( log ) time and gives unbiased estimates of .
Index Terms-Algorithms, convolution, image processing, template matching.
I. INTRODUCTION
Template matching tries to answer one of the most basic questions about an image: Is there a certain object in that image? If so, where? The template is a description of that object (and hence is an image itself), and is used to search the image by computing a difference measure between the template and all possible portions of the image that could match the template: If any of these produces a small difference, then it is viewed as a possible occurrence of the object. Various difference measures have different mathematical properties, and different computational properties. The measure considered in this paper is the sum of absolute value of differences one: We give a faster algorithm for performing the basic template matching computation for this measure. Although it is not the purpose of this paper to make any claim about the suitability of that particular measure as opposed to other measures, we do note that most textbooks on image processing mention it as a possible choice. Of course the literature contains many other measures, and interesting new ones continue to be proposed (for example, see [3] and the papers it references). For all of these measures, the speed of template matching is of crucial importance. Many approaches have been proposed for speeding up template matching computations including use of the following: 1) parallel processing computer architectures [14] ; 2) hierarchical tree-based schemes [4] , [8] ;
3) correlation techniques [7] , [9] , [12] ; 4) methods that are very specific to a particular application domain, such as semiconductor chips [13] . We next state precisely the computational problem considered in this paper, and the nature of the paper's contribution.
Let I be an m 2 m matrix (called the image matrix), P be an n 2 n matrix (called the pattern matrix), n m. The entries of both I and P come from some alphabet A = fa 1 ; . . . ; a s g where the a i 's are (possibly large) numbers, a1 < a2 < 1 11 < as. Without loss of generality, we assume that the a i 's are positive integers; this simplifies the exposition. It is trivial to modify the paper for the case of negative ai's (or, alternatively, one can add to everything a large enough constant to make it positive-the template matching function considered here is invariant to such a transformation).
The goal is to compute an (m 0 n + 1) 2 (m 0 n + 1) matrix C where C(i; j) is of the form
f (I(i + k; j + k 0 ); P (k; k 0 )); 0 i; j m 0 n for some function f . Two reasonable choices for the function f that are often used in image processing [7] , [9] are f (x; y) = (x 0y) 2 and f (x; y) = jx 0 yj.
The case when f (x; y) = (x 0 y) 2 is known to be solvable in O(m 2 log n) time [7] , [9] . This can easily be seen by expanding The matrices corresponding to the x 2 term and (respectively) y 2 term are easy to compute in O(m 2 ) time, and the matrix corresponding to the xy term can be computed in O(m 2 log n) by a judicious use of convolution; various elaborations and improvements on this basic idea can be found in the literature. An O(m 2 log n) time Monte Carlo algorithm [2] has recently been given for the case when f (x; y) = x;y, where x;y is the Kronecker symbol: x;y is one if and only if x = y and is zero otherwise. The techniques used in [2] do not extend to the case of f (x; y) = jx 0 yj, and the method used in [2] has little in common with the method used in this paper. In the pattern matching community, the use of f (x; y) = x;y is almost universal [6] , but this is not so in the image processing community. In fact, most of the papers on pattern matching not only use f (x; y) = x;y , but also focus on the problem of finding exact or almost-exact occurrences of the pattern (we refer the reader to the book [6] for an extensive bibliography on this subject). We are not aware of any previous algorithm for the case f (x; y) = jx 0 yj that is faster than the obvious brute force approach, unbiased estimates of C . Section VI concludes by giving rough practical guidelines to using these algorithms (based on practical experiments with them), mentioning an open problem, and discussing the time complexities of the algorithms for the case of nonsquare images. Before giving the algorithms, the next section covers some preliminaries that are needed later.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Let # be a special symbol not in A, and let A 0 denote A [ f#g. We extend the definition of the function f so that f (x; y) = 0 if x or y is a # symbol, otherwise f (x; y) = jx 0 yj. In other words, CG;H counts the contribution to C of the alignments of symbols from G that occur in I , with symbols from H that occur in P . Note that, in general, CG;H 6 = CH;G . Our goal is to compute the
The following is a well-known straightforward consequence of the fast algorithms for two-dimensional convolution.
Lemma 1: Let U 0 be an m 2 m matrix and U 00 be an n 2 n matrix, Given U 0 and U 00 , the matrix U 0 3U 00 can be computed in O(m 2 log n)
time.
Proof: Straightforward, by using convolution (see any image processing textbook).
Note: time.
Proof:
We can write C fa g;A + C A ;fa g as C fa g;fa ;...;a g + C fa g;fa ;...;a g + C fa ;...;a g;fa g + C fa ;...;a g;fa g because C fa g;fa g is zero. Each of the above four terms can be computed in O(m 2 log n) time by using algorithm DISJOINT_ALPHABETS.
The following algorithm gives the main result of this section (it makes crucial use of algorithm DISJOINT_ALPHABETS).
Algorithm ALPHABET_DEPENDENT Input: Image I , pattern P .
Output: C (= C A ;A ).
1) Initialize all the entries of C to zero.
2) For each ai 2 A in turn, compute C fa g;A + C A ;fa g and add it to C . This is done by using algorithm DISJOINT_ALPHABETS four times (see Lemma 3).
3) C = C=2. IV. AN O(m 2 n(log n) 0:5 ) TIME SOLUTION We partition the problem into (m=n) 2 subproblems in each of which the pattern is still P but the image is (2n) 2 (2n). After that, we solve in T (n) = O(n 3 p log n) time each subproblem, for a total time of (m=n) 2 T(n) = O(m 2 n(log n) 0:5 ). The (m=n) 2 subproblems are defined by the following well-known reduction [6] . 1) We pad matrix I with enough additional rows and columns of # symbols to make its dimension m a multiple of n. This causes an increase of at most n 0 1 in m. The next two steps of the reduction assume that this has already been done, and that m is a multiple of n.
Note: This padding is for the purpose of simplifying the discussion-it is easy to drop the padding and the assumption that m is a multiple of n, but that would unnecessarily clutter the discussion that follows. We chose to make m a multiple of n for the sake of clarity.
2) Cover I with (m=n) 2 overlapping squares I i;j of size (2n) 2 (2n) each, where I i;j consists of the square submatrix of I of size (2n) 2 (2n) that begins (i.e., has its top-left corner) at position (n 1 i; n 1 j) in I. Hence I i;j and I i+1;j+1 overlap over a region of I of size n 2 n, I i;j and I i;j+1 overlap over a region of size (2n) 2 n, Ii;j and Ii+1;j overlap over a region of size n 2 (2n).
3) The T (n) time algorithm is then used on each of the (m=n) 2 image/pattern pairs Ii;j; P . It is easy to see that these (m=n) 2 answers contain a description of the desired matrix C.
The above partitioning is not only for the sake of easier exposition: It is important that the partitioning be used, and that the method outlined in the rest of this section be used individually on each of the (m=n) 2 smaller subimages.
The algorithm for computing the answer matrix (denoted by C 0 ) for a (2n) 2 (2n) subimage I 0 and the n 2 n pattern P consists of the following steps (where A 00 now denotes the set of symbols that appear in I 0 , or in P , plus the # symbol). 1) Compute A 00 and, for every symbol a 2 A 00 , compute a (resp., a ), which is the number of times that symbol a occurs in I 0 (resp., P ). This is easy to do in O(n 2 log n) time by sorting the symbols occurring in I 0 (resp., P ), etc.
2) Let A + be the subset of symbols in A 00 for which a + a n p log n, and let A 0 = A 00 0 A + . Intuitively, A + contains the symbols that "occur frequently" -they will be processed differently from the other symbols; the idea of processing symbols that occur frequently separately from the other symbols was first used in [1] , [10] in the context of approximate pattern matching between two strings, i.e., counting the total number of matches for all possible positions of a pattern string in a text string. ) to compute C fa g;A + C A ;fa g . The total time for all such a i 2 A + is therefore O (jA + jn 2 log n) =O n p log n n 2 log n =O(n 3 log n):
4) We now turn our attention to computing the contribution, to C 0 , of alignments both of whose symbols are from A 0 . We begin by partitioning a sorted version of A 0 into t = O(n= p log n) contiguous pieces A 1 ; . . . ; A t , such that the total number of occurrences of the symbols in the set A i is O(n p log n). This is done as follows: Scan the sorted version of A 0 by decreasing order, putting the symbols encountered in set A 1 until the quantity a2A ( a + a ) becomes n p log n, at which point A 1 is complete and the subsequently encountered symbols are put in A 2 , again until a2A ( a + a ) becomes n p log n, etc. Every Ai so created satisfies n log n a2A (a + a) 2n log n because 1) every a 2 A 0 has ( a + a ) n p log n and 2) we stop adding elements to set Ai as soon as a2A (a + a) becomes n p log n. This implies that The last four terms in the above can each be computed in O(n 2 log n) time by using algorithm DISJOINT_ALPHABETS. The first term, C 0 A ;A , is not computed explicitly: Instead we directly add its effect to the current C 0 matrix by looking at every pair of occurrences of symbols from A i in I 0 and P , and updating C 0 to account for this pair of entries, as follows. (2n log n) 2 = 4n 2 log n:
The above must be repeated for each Ai, 1 i t. Therefore the total time for this step is O(tn 2 log n) = O(n 3 p log n) (where we used the fact that t = O(n= p log n)).
As was analyzed in each of the above five steps, the time is O(n 3 p log n). where the 3 product is as defined in Lemma 1 .
Proof: Consider an alignment of a particular symbol a in I with a symbol b in P .
• The corresponding alignment for I >x and P x is a 1 with a 1 if and only if b x < a. The probability of this happening when b < a is equal to (a 0 1 0 b + 1)=L = (a 0 b)=L.
• The corresponding alignment for I x and P >x is a 1 with a 1 if and only if a x < b. The probability of this happening when a < b is equal to (b 0 1 0 a + 1) = (b 0 a)=L.
The term that corresponds to that a-with-b alignment in the sum (I >x 3 P x + I x 3 P >x )
is therefore one with a probability equal to ja 0 bj=L. Hence, the expected value of I>x 3 P x + I x 3 P>x is L 01 C . The above theorem states thatĈ is an unbiased estimate of C . This suggests an algorithm that repeatedly (say, K times) does the following: 1) generate an x (uniformly over the interval [a1; as ]); 2) create in O(m 2 ) time the four matrices I >x ; I x ; P >x ; P x ;
3) computeĈ = L 1 (I>x 3 P x + I x 3 P>x): This can be done in O(m 2 log n) time (by using Lemma 1).
C is estimated by taking the average of the estimates obtained in Step 3 for the K iterations. The time complexity is obviously O(K m 2 log n). Of course the larger K is, the smaller the variance.
A detailed analysis reveals that the variance of the estimate of the 
VI. FURTHER REMARKS
The algorithms described in this paper have been implemented, as an undergraduate course project, by Purdue student F. Kime. The following are rough comparisons of these algorithms to the brute-force method; the comparisons are not definitive because he used a soft implementation of FFT, which of course suffers from large constant factors in its time complexity-the algorithms should work better with the FFT step performed by dedicated chips. Of course, for large enough problem sizes the asymptotic time complexity overcomes the effect of large constant factors, but with the current software implementation "large enough" means megapixel-size images unless one judiciously uses the Monte Carlo algorithm (see below for more on this). What follows is based on m = 2n (i.e., fairly large templates).
• The deterministic algorithm starts getting faster than brute-force at image sizes of 6 megapixels (monochrome, 1 byte/pixel).
• Monte Carlo is best used to locate where the smallest entry of C occurs in case the template "almost occurs" in the image, rather than as a way to estimate all of the C matrix; the latter would require a large K (more on this below) whereas for the former a small K is enough (e.g., K = 10) and in that case Monte Carlo beats brute-force even for small images (as small as 32 kilopixels). That Monte Carlo is experimentally found to be a good estimator of where the template almost-occurs is not surprising: The expression for the variance (given at the end of Section V) reveals that it is particularly small at the positions in the image where the template "almost occurs" (i.e., where C (i; j ) is small). where w k and v k are mutually uncorrelated sequence of zero-mean Gaussian processes with covariances M 01 and N 01 . A key aspect in this formulation is that images are reconstructed/restored by optimizing their local attributes such as spatial gradients against closeness to the observations. The algebraic manifestation of this locality is that the given matrices F; H; M; N (denoted without the time-index k for lack of ambiguity hereafter) have sparsely banded structures. Examples include the partial differential equations of fluid dynamics used for F [3] and smoothness constraints of low-level vision used for H [1] .
There is an economical incentive to exploit the given sparse matrix structures during recursive computation ofx k , as the Kalman filter requires co-recursion of an N 2 N matrix for a typically large N . For example, N can range 10 4 10 7 in geophysical applications known as "data assimilation" (dynamic mapping of atmospheric and oceanic variables from sparse observations including satellite measurements [3] , [4] ). In standard Kalman filter, the covariance matrixP k of the estimation error x k 0x k is recursively computed. The algorithm presented in [1] performs recursion of the estimation error information matrixL k P 01 k instead, as the inherent sparseness in the formulation is more apparent in the structure of the information matrix (e.g., M and N themselves are the information matrices for w k and v k , respectively). By limiting the matrix bandwidth appropriately, the information matrixL k can approximate the error covariances compactly using only O(N) nonzero elements. In fact, the elements of the information matrix can be identified as the parameters of a Markov random field (or regression in space) [1] .
The algorithm presented in [1] for recursion of a sparsely approximatedL k , however, does not guarantee positive definiteness. Negative eigenvalues are not only infeasible in an information matrix but also causes of numerical inaccuracy and inefficiency (e.g., during iterative inversion ofL k ). This note presents an alternative recursion scheme that preserves positive definiteness in the approximatedL k . Also, the new scheme provides a measure of accuracy of approximation.
II. RECURSION OF INFORMATION MATRIX
The Kalman filter equations for recursion of the optimal estimatex k based on the dynamic system (2)-(3) can be written as
L k (x k 0 x k ) = H T N(y k 0 Hx k ) (5) whereL k is the information matrix associated with the estimation error x k 0x k . We also denote as L k the information matrix corresponding to the prediction error x k 0 x k . The sequenceL k associated with the optimal estimates can be obtained by minimizing the "information" in a manner consistent with the maximum entropy principle [5] . One way to realize this is through the following recursion. L k = L k (2 2 2 k ) + H T NH
if 2 2 2 k in (6) is chosen to minimize the trace of L k (2 2 2 k ) for each k. Moreover, L k (2 2 2 k ) with the minimum trace is unique and is equal to L k . The recursions (4)- (7) are initialized asx0 = 0 andL0 = 0
for computation of the minimizingx k in (1). For most applications U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright.
